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s* Nyaya.t medical science, musical science, the science
Besides the usual matters treated of in '*a code of laws, the Laghu
Sanhita of Maim, which comprises in all 2, 685 shlokas or couplets, and
is divided into twelve chapters, comprehends a system of cosmogony,
the doctrines of metaphysics, precepts regulating the conduct, rules for
religious and ceremonial duties, pious observances, and expiation, and
abstinence, moral maxims, regulations concerning things political,
military, and commercial, the doctrine of rewards and punishments
after death, and the transmigration of souls together with the means of
attaining eternal beatitude.
Ihe other sages wrote Sanhitas on the same model, and they all
cited Manu 'for authority, whose Sanhita must therefore be fairly
considered to be the basis of all text-books on the system of Hindu
jurisprudence. The law of Manu was so much revered even by the
sages that no part of their codes was respected if it contradicted Manu.
The sage Vrihaspati, now supposed to preside over the planet Jupiter,
says in the law tract, that " Manu held the first rank among legislators,
because he had expressed in his code the whole sense of the Veda ; that
no code was approved, which contradicted Manu ; that other Skastras
and treatises on grammar or logic retained splendour so long only as
Manu, who taught the way to just wealth, tq virtue, and to final happi-
ness, was not seen in competition with them.1 Vyasa too, the son of
Parasara before mentioned, has decided, that the Veda with its Angas
or the six compositions deduced from it, the revealed system of medicine,
the Pttranas or sacred histories, and the code of I^fanu were four works
of supreme authority, which ought never to be shaken by arguments
merely human. Above all he is highly honored by name in the Veda
Itself where it is declared that what Manu pronounced was a medicine
for the soul,
* Puranas.
f It is the dialectic philosophy of Goutama dealing with the meta-
physics of Logic- The text of Gotitama's Nyaya Sutras is a collection
of Sutras in 6ve books or lectures each divided into two daily lessons
and these agjun are sub-divided into sections,
Besides there are other important treatises namely (i) Nyaya
o* BaHafeha-acharya (2) Tarkabhasa of Kesava Misra (3)
&&lha$apraka$& of Govardhana Misra (4) JBIiavartha-dwifiiknot1
Gourikanta (5) Tarkabhasa sara Manjari of Mahadeva (6) Nyaya
Stwgraha of Raraalingakritu

